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                            	How We WorkFORTNA Distribution Optimization Framework™
The FORTNA Distribution Optimization Framework™ leverages proprietary processes, tools and algorithms to design and deliver solutions using best-fit automation technologies and intelligent software.
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	Strategy
	Assessments
	Operations Design
	Implementation
	Lifecycle Services



 
	SolutionsSolutions
FORTNA develops the optimal solution with a unique approach to identify and select best-fit technologies to meet your business requirements.


	By Function
		Central Hub/Last Mile Depot
	Cross-Docking and Returns
	e-Commerce Fulfillment
	High-Density Storage
	Micro-fulfillment
	Omnichannel Fulfillment
	Packing and Shipping
	Slotting
	Sortation



	By Technology
		AGVs and AMRs
	Automated Storage and Retrieval Systems (AS/RS)
	AutoStore
	Conveyor Systems
	Goods-to-Person (GTP)
	Picking
	Robotics
	Sortation Systems
	Supply Chain Software
	Warehouse-Ready, Small Footprint



	By Industry
		Aftermarket Parts
	Consumer Packaged Goods
	Electronics
	Food and Beverage
	Grocery
	Industrial Distribution
	Life Sciences
	Parcel
	Retail and Apparel
	Third Party Logistics (3PL)






 
	SoftwareSoftware
Intelligent software is essential to optimizing operations for maximum efficiency, reliability, and flexibility. FORTNA WES™ provides dynamic data and the intelligence required for real-time decision making. 


	FORTNA WES™
	FORTNA OptiSlot DC™
	FORTNA WCS™



 
	ServicesServices & Support
FORTNA Services & Support work together to keep your operations running at peak performance throughout the lifecycle of your solution. FORTNA Services optimize your operations and extend the life of your facility with modernizations, retrofits, parts and service and/or a comprehensive maintenance program.


	Lifecycle Services
		24/7 Call Center
	Modernizations/Retrofits
	Optimization Assessments
	Parts and Warranty
	Resident Maintenance
	System Health Checks
	Systems Upgrade
	Training
	Industries






 
	IndustriesIndustries
FORTNA understands that every industry has unique challenges. Our robust experience enables us to develop solutions for those unique challenges and cross-pollinate best-in-class strategies and solutions for diversified vertical markets.


	Aftermarket Parts
	Consumer Packaged Goods
	Electronics
	Food and Beverage
	Grocery
	Industrial Distribution
	Life Sciences
	Parcel
	Retail and Apparel
	Third Party Logistics (3PL)



 
	AboutAbout
FORTNA designs, develops and delivers powerful automated and intelligent software solutions that optimize performance, address disruption and increase profitability.


	Alliance Partners
	Culture
	Careers
	Leadership
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                                                    Should We Outsource Fulfillment or Invest in Distribution as a Core Competency?
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                                The explosive growth of online retailing has created opportunities for many companies. Companies come from different backgrounds, but as they grow and distribution pressures increase sooner or later the following questions need to be answered by all growing online retailers:

	Should we outsource fulfillment or invest in distribution as a core competency?
	How do we ensure our distribution network maximizes service and flexibility while minimizing operating costs, capital investment and risk?
	When should we automate and to what level?
	How can we accelerate fulfillment within our DC?
	How can we improve DC workforce performance?


In this series we’ll explore answers to these questions and others as they relate to growing e-tailers and offer perspective on how companies like yours can enable growth and competitive advantage through distribution.

Part 1: Should we outsource fulfillment or invest in distribution as a competency?

Companies often outsource distribution for good reasons. But if your volume or service requirements are growing significantly it may be time to re-evaluate your distribution strategy to ensure it can handle increased complexity. When does it make sense to outsource and when should you invest in your own distribution infrastructure?

Q: Are there circumstances under which it makes sense to outsource distribution?

A: A well-designed distribution network often includes third party logistics providers (3PLs) as a valuable extension of your distribution capabilities. Companies commonly outsource for a number of reasons:

	to handle excess volume during peak seasons or while planning and building for increased capacity
	to service volume that’s too low to justify building the capability internally
	to mitigate risks when entering new markets or channels or when testing a new brand
	the model is such that distribution is not a core competency of the business


In any of the above scenarios, outsourcing can add tremendous value and help with short-term goals. But when the business is growing or reaches certain thresholds of growth you need to re-evaluate the value of outsourcing distribution to a 3PL against investing in your own distribution capabilities.

Q: When does a company need to consider a change in distribution strategy?

A: When significant growth and/or change occurs companies sometimes find themselves with an outsourced operation that no longer meets the needs of the business. A 3PL may have been the best solution at one time, but as costs rise and requirements change you may need to consider investing in your own infrastructure. Do any of these characteristics apply to your business?

	Large or significantly increasing volumes
	High growth projections
	Complex product storage requirements
	New legislative requirements
	Increasing environmental responsibilities


These things signal the need to review your distribution operation and costs for opportunities that drive greater efficiencies and/or cost savings.

Q: Why should I consider investing in distribution as a competency? What are the benefits?

A: Flexibility is key. Often it’s customer requirements that drive companies to build their own distribution capabilities. Contracts with 3PLs are generally short-term, and getting shorter to remain competitive. Growing companies don’t want to be locked in to contracts over long periods because it limits their flexibility as the business grows. And 3PLs can’t afford to be all things to all people so they try to maintain standardized processes and systems to keep costs low. Today’s online consumer has high service expectations –speed, customization, real-time communications and a seamless experience are just the beginning. When expectations reach a certain point you may find that you can service your customers more cost effectively with an operation designed specifically for your business.

The benefits of investing in distribution as a core competency include:

	Facility design and systems functionality customized for your business requirements
	Longer business case horizon for capital investment
	Increased flexibility in choosing service providers
	Systems that provide industry or market specific critical information (batch/lot control)
	Reduced risk from contractual obligations
	Tax benefits of depreciating assets


The greatest reason of all for investing in distribution is that it enables the business. The ability to enable growth, improve service and deliver competitive advantage rests on your distribution capabilities. It’s the value of being able to share promise your customer same-day shipping, improve order accuracy and reduce returns, and the flexibility to adjust to an unknown future.

Summary

If you are unsure which course of action is right for your growing company, the best way to start is by assessing where you are today as well as where your growth projections will take you in the future. FORTNA can help. We offer 60 years of experience in designing and implementing distribution operations, with benchmarking data and analysis tools to guide you.
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                            Let us help you transform your distribution operations. Start the conversation today by providing us with your contact info below.
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        FORTNA helped design every step of the way and they've even built for our future.

        VP of Fulfillment, Logistics & Manufacturing

        L.L.Bean
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        In FORTNA, we found a partner that took accountability for the successful implementation of the entire project.

        Senior Vice President

        Canadian Tire
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        FORTNA's rigorous testing process gave us assurance.

        IT Executive

        Mr Price
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        Partnering with FORTNA was a smart investment that surpassed our ROI goals.

        Executive Vice President

        MSC Industrial
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        We've come to trust FORTNA and they are now our go-to group.

        Dir. of Inventory Control & Engineering

        Journeys
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        FORTNA helped us choose the right level of technology for our new DC. They didn’t try to oversell us.

        President

        Fisher Auto Parts
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        FORTNA delivered on their part of the equation.

        President of the Americas & Corporate SVP

        TTI Electronics
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        FORTNA are experts in the distribution industry.

        Head of Supply Chain

        Pepkor Speciality
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        2010 - 2021

        Great Supply Chain Partners
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        2011 – 2019, 2022-2023

        Pros to Know
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        2010 – 2017, 2020 - 2021

        Great Supply Chain Projects
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        2010 - 2021

        Rainmakers
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                            Contact

                            1349 W Peachtree St. NW

Suite 1300

Atlanta, GA 30309

                            info@fortna.com
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                            (800) 367-8621
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